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Abstract 
The impact of the kaon polarization in nudear matter on the Ii- yield in 
intermediate-energy heavy-ion collisions is investigated. Our Scenario of the strange 
particle production and dynamics is based on an expanding firebail model. This 
aliows for a proper account of in-medium effects. A relation between observed If+ 
and K- yields is derived. Differential K- cross sections are calculated and com- 
pared with available experimental data taken at various collision energies. It turns 
out that in-medium effects can modify the Ii- yields by factors 2 to 5 at beam 
energies between 2 and 1 -4GeV. 
1 Introduction 
In the field of heavy-ion collisions (HIC) such particles are of particular interest, which are 
not present in the entrance channel. It is generally thought that these particles represent 
sensitive messengers from the hot and dense reaction zone. Among the experimentally fea- 
sible particles are the strangeness carrying particles. These ones are comparatively heavy 
so that one might expect that their production can serve as useful probe of cooperative 
effects of the heavy-ion collision dynamics. 
The advent of experimental information on the total K- meson yields and momen- 
tum spectra in HIC at intermediate energies [I, 2, 3, 4, 51 stimulates further theoretical 
investigations of this special strange channel [6, 71. In the intermediate energy region the 
strange particle production proceeds via subthreshold or nearly threshold mechanisms. 
Therefore, possible in-medium effects seem to be important. However, even the elabo- 
rated dynamical schemes do not yet allow for a proper inclusion of the genuine in-medium 
effects. Having been touched, e.g. in refs. [7, 8, 91, this complicated problem remains not 
fully solved. 
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In this paper we are going to investigate a possible influence of the kaon polanzation 
in nuclear matter on the dynamics and the yield of the negatively strange particles in 
the Course of I-IIC. First, we shall present a scenario of HIC, which despite of a simpli- 
fied treatment of the collision dynamics, allows for a proper account of the in-medium 
effects. Then we shall demonstrate how the kaon polarization in nuclear matter affects 
the observable Ii- yield. 
We restrict onrselves to the consideration of beam energies Ei,& i 2  AGeV achieved at 
the LBL Bevalac and GSI SIS facilities. The gross properties HIC at such energies can be 
described fairly well within an expanding firebaU model [10, 11, 121, which is appropriate 
to include the in-medium effects, in particular, the changes of the BB (B = N, A) and 
TB interactions in nuclear matter (see refs. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 181 and further references 
therein). 
In applying this model we suppose that the energy in the center-of-mass system of a 
nucleus-nucleus collision, contained within the overlap region of colliding nuclei, is spent 
on the creation of a quasi-equilibrium nuclear system (i.e., the fireball) characterized by 
some initial temperature T, and density p,. These values are determined in refs. [13, 181 
by the equation of state of nuclear matter and the initial collision energy per nucleon in 
the center-of-mass system E,,,.. Assuming entropy conservation we find the dependence 
of the temperature on the density, T(p), dnring the quasi-equilibrium expansion stage. 
This expansion lasts for a certain time 0 < t 5 t, up to a breakup stage, when the fireball 
density becomes rather low and the inter-particle collisions are so rare that the particle 
momentum distributions freeze out. The transition to the free-stream stage occurs within 
some time interval t ,  - q / 2  < t < to + n/2, while the particles evolve from in-medium 
states to the vacuum state. For the nucleons and pions the transition from the quasi- 
equilibrium momentum distributions of the in-medium quasi-particles to the free particle 
distributions caa be considered as rather fast. The breakup density is estimated within 
our model as pb 0.6 - 0 . 7 ~ -  where p, = 0.17 fm-3 is the nuclear saturation density. 
It is supported qualitatively by estimates of the pion and nucleon mean free paths [14]. 
The corresponding breakup temperatnre is unambiguonsly expressed through E,.,. and 
p5 (arid Tb = T(p6, E,.,)). 
Relying on these assumptions the differential cross sections can be calculated with a 
proper inclusion of in-medium effects [13, 15, 16, 17, 181. Although simple, this model 
is in general confirmed by the agreement of the calculated differential cross sections of 
the pion, nucleon and photon production with available experimental data for various 
bombarding energies and colliding nuclei. Below we use the functions T(t) and p(t) and 
the values T„ p„ Tb and pb from these previous calculations [13, 15, 16, 17, 181. 
Our Papers is organized as follows. In section 2  we supplement the fireball model 
by a scenario for the strange particle production. The main peculiarities of the kaon 
polarization in nuclear matter we describe shortly in section 3. The relation between 
the chemical potential of I(- mesons and the nnmber of K+ mesons ~roduced in the 
collision is established in section 4. The fireball breakup processes is considered in section 
5. In section 6 we compare our model calculations with the available experimental data 
and find good agreement when utilizing the correct in-medium properties of kaons. Onr 
conclusions are surnmarized in section 7. 
2 A scenario for strange particle dynamics 
In order to include the strangeness degree of freedom into our considerations the above 
mentioned fireball model needs to be supplemented by a scenario for the strange particle 
production. 
The temperatures and densities reached in WIC, at the beam energies under consid- 
eration, are estimated as T 5 m„ where m ,  2 139 MeV is the pion mass, and p < 3p,. 
The most frequent strange particles created in such collisions are K+, Ko and I i - ,  
mesons, and A and C hyperons. The admixtnre of the heavy double-strange particles, the 
heavier strange meson and hyperon resonances as well as the anti-hyperons is considerably 
smaller. 
Having the strangeness S = -1, the K- ,  2' mesons and A, C hyperons are produced 
in strong interaction processes only in association with I<+, Ir'' mesons (SK+ = SKo = 1):  
and 
where B stands for the nucleons and the nucleon resonances, and n denotes the pion of 
appropriate charge. The thresholds of these direct reactions in the N - N channel are 
rather high: Eth E mK + mn - mfi 2 4.8m, for reactions (1) and Eth 2 2 m ~  2 7m, 
for reactions (2), i.e., the prodnction proceeds via cooperative subthreshold mechanisms, 
which can be described microscopically as multistep reactions. Therefore, in HIC at beam 
energies El,a 5 2 AGeV strange particles are, in general, produced predominantly in the 
initial stage of the collision, which in our simplified quasi-equilibrium model corresponds 
to the temperature and the density nearby their maximum values T, and p,. 
The particles of distinct strangeness interact diaerently with the nuclear environment, 
e.g., the positively strange particles K+, I<' have essentially longer meanfree paths than 
the negatively strangeparticles I i - ,  P, A, C.  The mean freepaths of Ii+ and I<- mesons, 
XK+ and X f i -  respectively, can be roughly estimated by using the free kam-nucleon Cross 
sections UK+N 2 10 mb and o~-,V 2 40 mb. Then we have X x i  ci l / ~ ~ + ~ r p  2 2 fm 
for p = 3p0 (about maximum density) and Xx+ e 12 fm for p = 0 . 5 ~ ~  (about breakup 
density), whereas X K -  ci I / u K - ~ P  E 0.5 fm for p = 3p, and X K -  2 3 fm for p = 
0 . 5 ~ ~ .  These estimates support the statement that X K i  » X K - .  which also coincides 
with microscopical calculations [19, 201. By the reason of isotopical symmetry analogous 
estimates are also valid for tlie K0 and I(" mesons, i.e., X J ~  » AR" Although the 
probabilities of the rescattering reactions and the corresponding kaon mean free paths 
are sensitive to  the in-medium effects in the baryon-baryon interaction and in the pion 
dispersion relation [lS], we suppose here that proper calculations, which include also tbe 

KNC coupling the C branch is only iveakly populated by the K-,  _T;'o mesons. Therefore, 
we can omit it  in the subsequent considerations. 
Although the processes with the pionic intermediate states and the kaon fluctuations 
are found to be essential at non-vanishing temperatures in the vicinity of the critical point 
of a possible pion and kaon condensations, their coxitributions are not as significant at the 
temperatnres and densities reached in intermediate-energy HIC. 
Sherefore, focusing on a possible qualitative manifestation of the new peculiarities of 
the kaon in-medium polarization in the observed Ii- yields, we shall utilize a simplified 
version of the kaon polarization operator ['24], which includes both the s-wave interac- 
tion [7, 251, now constrained by Adler's consistency condition, and the p-wave I i N A  
interaction. The resulting retarded kaon Green's function V;-(w, k ) ,  which depends on 
frequency w and momentum k ,  is given by 
2 2 2 [V$(,, k)]-' = U - k - mx - Eis(@, k) - k )  - Tip&, k ) ,  (4) 
where the pieces of the polarization operator are approximated by 
li = C = 1, and m K  = 3.5m, is the kaon mass. The value mW(p) is an effective in-medium 
nucleon mass, e.g., given by the modified Walecka model (m&(p,) C O . 8 5 m ~  at T = 0 
[26]). It does not significantly depend on the temperature at T 5 m, [13]. The value f 
is assumed to be equal to the pion decay constad f, 2 93 W, and Ga,v is the kaon 
sigma term. With the choice ,EKN C 2m„ advocated in several studies [T, 251, we have 
d C 0.18 and <Y = 0.57m,. 
The term 11s in eq. (4) is essentially the Same as that considered in ref. [7] for the I i -  
polarization operator. It is related to a local Is'KNhr interaction with scalar and vector 
couplings. The term IIA in eq. ( 4 )  is fixed by the Adler consistency condition and contains 
some residual off-shell Is'N interaction [24]. Its inclusion modifies essentially the resulting 
kam polarization operator at densities p > po but it is not so important at the rather low 
breakup densities p C 0.6- 0.7~". The p-wave term IIp is given by the A-particle-proton- 
hole loop. Such an interaction leads to the appearance of the low-lying A brarich in the 
kaon spectrum in nuclear matter which is somehow populated by in-medium I i - ( F )  
mesons. As we shall see the occupation of this branch by the kaons may manifest itself 
in the kaon production in HIC. 
We also note hexe that the espression (4) depends ouly on the indeperideut thermo- 
dynamical variable P, aud within our approximatious it does not depend longer on the 
temperature. - 
The spectrum of Ii-(11') mesons for two densities p = pb 0 . 6 ~ ~  a d  p = 3p, is 
displayed in Fig. la. The Ii" (11") branches are not shown. For p i 0 the upper branch 
of I<- excitations w ~ ( k )  turus into the fiee (i.e. vacuum) spectrum, wk = d m v ,  
while the low-lying wn(k) brach  becomes 
- m,v. Oue observes at breakup 
density a moderate in-medium modification of the upper branch in Fig. la;  the essential 
in-medium effect is the appearance of the second branch. 
The factors 
displayed in Fig. lb, demonstrate how the in-medium branches of I<-(KO) excitations 
are occupied by the free kaons (see eq. (14) aud discussiou below). One observes that 
the kaons mainly occupy the upper branch, whereas the low-lying branch is more weakly 
populated by the kaons. The occupation of the low-lying branch by the kaons is increased 
with increasing density, while the occupation of the upper branch is decreased. 
We have also to note that the Iiaon Green's functiou given by eq. (4) does not satis£y 
the sum rule 2wImDRdw/?r = 1 [27]. This means that the kaons are also additionally 
distributed anlong virtual kaons and high-lyiug baryon resonances not taken into account 
in eq. (4) explicitly. We suppose that all these states are characterized by rather high 
frequencies, which are not uoticeably excited at temperatures of our interest. Thus, such 
5 
extra kaon degrees of freedom do not affect our resulting kaon distributions. 
4 Chemical equilibrium of strange particles 
Now let us consider how the total negative strmgeness S- accumulated in the reactious 
(1, 2) is redistributed among the Ii-, F, R, C quasi-particles via the reactions (3). 
Makiug use of the detailed balance for the reactions (3) we can determine the deusities 
of the strange quasi-particles at given values p a d  T by fixing the chemical potential of 
kaons = P E .  p ~ .  Since the number of kaons aud hyperons is rather small, one 
can neglect the differeuce of the Boltzmann, Bose and Fermi statistics. For the I < - ( P )  
meson density we have in Boltzmann approsimation 
Here the summation is to be taken over both in-medium brauches of the I<-, K0 spectra. 
The factor r i ( k )  = r,(k)wi(k)/ 4- reflects the redistribution of the kaon quasi- 
particles between the excitation branches wn.(k) and on(k), 
The A(C) density is given by 
where g ~ ( q  = l(3) is related to the isospin of A(C), and m;(cl denotes the effective 
mass of A and C hyperons, and plv is the nucleon chemical potential in the medium [16]. 
Here we assume also that the hyperon masses scale down proportionally to the nucleon 
mass, i.e. mfi(=)(p) = mn(c) + as(m;v(p) - m ~ )  with cus = 1, See ref. [2S]. We also 
for simplicity neglect the retardation effects discussed ia ief. [16] in the corresponding 
hyperon self-energies CY(E~,P) ,  i.e., we suppose L?C~/L?E~ = 0 and rn(c) = 1. 
The relative weights of each strange species (11: C, K )  in tbe total strangeness S- are 
defined by the relations 
which do not depend on the kaon chemical potential. According to the hydrodynamical 
model 117, 291 the time dependence of the density and the temperature is given by 
in the interval0 < t < t,. 
The functions (8) are plotted in Fig. 2 at fixed laboratory energy in comparison with 
those values obtained with the free spectra of strange particles. ils we can see, the in- 
medium IchT interaction manifests itself through a pronounced enhancement by a fact,or %- 
3 of the effective K-, J!?' meson degrees of freedom. Fig. 2 shows that during the firebatl's 
lifetime the created strangeness is mainly stored iri the hadron states (A and C particles). 
Indeed the fugacity of the A(X) particles caxi be estimated as gJ,(c) e ~ p ( - [ r n ~ ( ~ )  - m,y + 
6p.~+pr.]/T) (here 6pN = p~ - m ~  is the nucleon chemical potential calculated f m  the 
nucleon mass). It is lower than the kaon fugacity, which is roughly I',(k)exp(-[wi(k = 
0) + p ~ l / T ) .  The contribution of the C particle is also raised by the additional isotopical 
factor gr = 3. 
The relation between the chemical potential of I<- and the total number of Ift msons. 
I&+, produced in the collisioil is given by 
where V ( t )  is the fireball volume at given time aad the factor 2 in the left-hand side takes 
into account the contribution of I? mesons. 
The proper calculation of the vahe NK+ is a separate complicated problem, which has 
to be worked out by taking into account possible in-medium effects. In this work we shall 
not calculate this quantity but simply extract it from available experimental data 
J ~ K +  %+ (A. Eia&) 
-- 
W - ag„,V(t) ' 
where 
and b„, = 2 . l.lAIf3 fm stands for the maximum impact parameter of the collision. 
The quantity V(b) = 2A/pF(b/bma,) is the available fireball volume for the inclnsive 
processes [13] (F(x )  is normalized bi. fi F(s)dz = 118). The value oIC+(A, Eiab) is the 
angle integrated K+ production cross section in A + A reactions at given bombarding 
energy Ei,&; according to the model [17] it scales as uK+(A) - t,cr„„V, A2. 
Knowing the experimental dependence I'iT(EiabrA) and also using the functioas 
T(t„ Eia&) and p(t„  Ei,&) from refs. [13,1S] one can determine the dependence p(t„ Eiab). 
Unfortunately up to now the I<+ yields have been measured only for few nuclei and for 
two beam energies. In the reaction 21Ne + 22iVaF at Ei,& = 2.1 AGeV the I<+ cross 
section is o ~ +  " 23 f 8 mb [30], and at Eia& = 1 AGeV one finds oK+ 0.3 f 0.1 nib 
for the 21~Ve +22NaF reaction and u m  z 41 1 7  mb for the '='Au + lg7Au reaction, re- 
spectively [31]. From these experimental data, we find the I<- chemical potential5 at the 
breakup time ph-(t„ Ei,& = 2.1 AGeV) 2 -(2.6 + 0.2)m, and yK(t„ Eiob = 1 AGeV) 2 
-(3.2 f 0.2)m, for N e  data and ? -(2.6 i O.l)m, for Au data. The breakup temper- 
atnres are extracted from [B] as 92 MeV at Einb = 2.1 AGeV and 65 MeV at Eiab = 1 
AGeV, respectively. In order to obtain the values pK(t,, EI,&) also for other collisio~i 
energies we use the result of microscopical calculations [20], where it is shown that the 
logarithni lgcr~+(A, Eia&) depends only weakly on the vahe EI,& within the energy in- 
terval 1 .4GeV< Eta& C 2 iiGeV irnder consideration. This allows us to interpolate the 
dependence Ig UK+ (A, Ei,&) in this energy intervai by a square root function, i.e., 
\n;, also interpolate here the uK+(A) dependence by the above mentioned A2-scaling. 
5 Fireball breakup and strange particle yield 
itccording to our scenario the kaonic excitations evolve from their in-medium states to 
the free states within approximately the same collision stage t ,  - 7312 < t < 2, + q / 2  
as the nucleons and pions do. Applying the sudden hreakup model [l5, 181 for the kaon 
momentum distribution one can derive the following relations 
where I@) is the state vector of the kaon sub-system, $ 3 ~ -  denotes the K- field operator, 
and D;? is the non-equilibrium IC- meson Green's function in the Wigner 4 - (X, k)  
representation [32]. We assume here a homogeneous expansion, so that the Green's func- 
tion does not depend on the spatial variable. Notice that the first two lines in eq. (13) 
relate the in-medium kaon spectrum to the free-streaming kaons. In this way we bridge 
over the complicated (and still nnresolved ) process of evolving in-medium quasi-particle 
excitations to real on-shell particles [33]. 
We suppose a quasi-equilibrium at t = t ,  - $ 2  and apply the equilibrium relation 
between the V;? Green's function and the retarded Green's function V$- 1271 
Then, in the quasi-particle approximation, i.e., ImnK- -t 0, we have 
Here the sum is taken over the in-medium bsanches of kaonic excitations, and the factors 
F,(k) are given by eq. (5). The quantities V& and p ~  stand for the fireball volume and 
the kaon chemical potential, respectively, at the breakup moment. 
The breakup can be indeed considered as sudden for a given kaon of momenkum k  and 
energy w in the medium if the breakup time r b  is short compared with a typical time of 
the kaon absorbtion and compared with a typical time scale r of the kaon tsansitio~l from 
in-medium state to the vacuum state ~ ( w ,  k) = Iw - wk1-l. 
In the presence of several branches in the excitation spectrum, the conditions of the 
breakup promptness have to be verified for every branch separately. Wsing an estimate 
of the breakup time [15, 181 - (1 - 2 ) / m ,  we have TI = r ( w l ( k ) , k )  » r b  for the 
upper in-medium branch of the K- mesons, and ~2 = r ( w z ( k ) ,  k )  < rb for the lotv-lying 
branch. Thereby, for the kaons from the upper branch the breakup can be considered ns 
rather fast, i.e., the I<- leaves the fixeball with frozen in in-medium spectrum, whereas 
the kaons from the low-lying branch have enough time to leap to the wcuiim states during 
the breakup process. The latter contribution ta  the K- yield is then determined by the 
vacuum dispersion law and by the chemical potential p2 which fixes the number of kaons 
on this low-lying branch just before breakup. 
As result the invariant differential cross section of the Ii- production renders 
The total cross section of the neutral hyperon A, 6" production can be estimated now as 
Of Course, these estimates are ratlier rougln. Therefore we confront our developed 
model with experimental data to get some confidence of its reliability. 
6 Results 
Let us now compare the Ii- yields, calculated within our scenario of strangeness produc- 
tion, with available experimental data. Unfortunately most of the data exist for forward 
angles, vvhereas our isotropical model is probably more appropriate for somewhat larger 
angles (O„. - 90'). However, some experiments [3] show that the Ii- yield depends 
rather weakly on the production angle. This is in favour of our isotropy assumption. 
Fig. 3 displays the invariant differential cross section of the Ii- production for the 
reactions "Si + "Si and 21Ne + " N d  at Eiab = 2.1 AGeV, and 58Ni + j8Ni at Eio& = 
1.85 AGeV, calculated via eq. (15). One observes a good overall agreement of our in- 
medium strange particle production model with the experimental findings. The curves 
calculated with the free kaon spectrum, depicted also in Fig. 3 by dashed lines, lie below 
the experimental data (roughly a factor of 3). The Same is Seen in Fig. 4 for the collisions 
"Si + 28Si at various lower bombasding energies. Although the uncertainties in the 
experimental cross sections of the Ii" production and the corresponding deviations of 
the chemical potentials of K- mesons determine some interval for the values of the Ii- 
cross sections, they do not change the relative positions of the calculated curves and the 
experimental points. 
In Fig. 3 and 4 we have plotted also the results of calculations performed within our 
scenario but with the polarization operator of ref. [ T ] ,  which includes only the s-wave 
IiN interactiou, leaving, therefore, out the 11 branch of kaonic excitations. The Ii- 
yields are in this case soniewhat smaller than those calculated with accounting for the 
p-wave interaction (i.e. accounting properly for the presence of the low-lying in-medium 
A branch). In spite of the deviations by a factor 1.5 for energies Ei,b 2 AGeV, both 
results are still within the experimental errors for the Si + Si and Ne + N a  reactions. 
For the Ni  + N i  reactions at Elab 2 AGeV and for Si  + Si at smaller beam energies 
these deviations increase up to a factor 3 at Ei,& = 1 AGeV for Si + Si within our firebau 
scenario. For '''Au + lS7Au the deviations amount up to a factor of 5 at Eiob = 1 AGeV 
and rise up to a factor 20 at Ei,a = 0.5 AGeV, See Fig. 5. 
Thus the analysis of Figs. 3 - 5 shows that the in-medium effects become more 
pronounced in the deep subthreshold region at low beam energies, where the breakup 
temperature is lower than the difference of the in-medium kaon mass from the vacuum 
one. (A similar conclnsion is put forward recently for K+ yields [9].) Fig. 5 demonstrates 
also that due to the additional occupation factors (5) the spectra, which takes into account 
the in-medium kaon polarization, have slightly different slopes compared with those for 
the free kaons. Unfortunately, for such low energies K- data are not yet nieasnred. 
Since the F O P I  collaboration at GSI  - SIS is going to measure the K- ,  I<+ cross 
sections in Ni+ Ni reactions at Elab = 1.93 AGeV we use our model to make some predic- 
tions. The corresponding breakup temperature is about 88 MeV. From the interpolation 
(12) the I<+ production cross section is found as to u ~ + ( N i ,  1.93AGeV) C 98 mb. The 
corresponding I{- total cross section is consequently ur<.. 2 mb and the momentum 
distribution is near to that depicted in Fig. 3 (curves A). Concerning the neutral hyperon 
production we predict from eq. (16) uk+p (Ni, l.93AGeV) C 22 mb, where Co particles 
contribute about 33%. Without any in-medium effects (i.e., keeping the i = 1 term in 
eq. (14) with TI<.-(k) = 1 and w~*-(k)  = Jmp-  + k2, where m p -  N 6.4m, is the bare 
heavy kaon mass) we can estimate in the present fireball model Ehe K*- cross section as 
u p - ( N i ,  1.93AGeV) C 3 . 10-3 mb. 
7 Summary 
In Summary we conclude that in-medium effects within our fireball scenario manifest 
themselves through an enhancement of the Ii- yield in IIIC when comparing with free 
kaons. The medium caused enhancement becomes more pronounced with decreasing beam 
energy and increasing atomic weight of the colliding nuclei. The differential cross sections 
calculated with s-wave kam-nucleon interaction alone and with both s- and p- waves (as 
well as with some residual interaction taken into account) deviate by a factor 1.5 - 3 from 
each other. However, in view of the lack of precise data, as well as the absence of data 
for such heavy ions as Au, especially in the deep subthreshold range of beam energies 
(= 1 AGeV), i t  is difficult to identify unambiguously the peculiarities in the in-medium 
kaon-nucleon interaction (such as the presence of the low-lying ii branch i ~ i  the kaon 
spectrum). For this, further detailed experiments with heavy ions at energies around 1 
AGeV are desirahle. 
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Figure captions 
Fig. 1: Spectrum of I i - ( P )  mesons (left panel (a)) and occupation factors I',(k) 
(right panel (b)) in isotopically symmetrical nuclear matter calculated with the in-medium 
Green's function (4) at the breakup density pa = 0 . 6 ~ ~  (solid lines) and at a certain initial 
density p, = 3p, (dashed lines). The kaon branch wK(k-) is labeled by 1, whereas the A 
branch w ~ ( k )  is labeled by 2. The dotted lines depict the free kaons (U = 
aud the hee A (U = J m v  - mN). Kaon frequency aild momentum are displayed in 
pionic units. 
Fig. 2: Time evolution of the relative weights of Lhe negatively strange particles 
cK = CR- = c p ,  cn and cc for K - ( P ) ,  A and C, respectively, calculated with the 
in-medium kaon spectrum (solid lines) and the free kaon spectrum (dashed lines). Initial 
and final temperatures (densities) are equal to T, = 133 MeV ( p ,  = 3p,) and Tb = 92 
MeV ( p b  = 0 . 6 ~ ~ )  corresponding (in accordance with refs. [13, 181) to the beam energy 
Elab = 2.1 AGeV. 
do - Fig. 3: The logarithm of the invariant differential Cross section q-&- [&I of 
I(- production as a function of the center-of-mass kinetic energy of kaons calculated via 
eq. (15) for 58Ni + "Ni collisions at Elab = 1.85 AGeV (curves A) and for ''Si + "Si 
(B) and 'live 3. 22NaF (C) coUisions at Elob = 2.1 AGeV. Dashed curves are calculated 
with the free kaon spectrum, whereas dash-dotted curves employ the kaon polarization 
operator of ref. [7], which includes only the s-wave KN interaction. Experimental data 
are from ref. [5] for Ni, [2, 31 for Si and [4] for Ne. 
Fig. 4: The same as in Fig. 3, but for 2sSi + "Si collisions at collision energim 
Elab = 1.65 AGeV (curves rl), 1.4 AGeV (B) and 1.16 AGeV (C). The experimental data 
are from refs. [3, 41. 
Fig. 5: The same as in Fig. 3, but for lS7Au + lS7A2i reactions at Ei,,, = 1 AGeV 
(curves A) and at = 0.5 AGeV (B). 
Figure 1: Spectrum of K-(P) mesons (left panel (a)) and occupation factors I';(k) 
(right panel (b)) in isotopically s~mmetricalnuclear matter calculated with the in-medium 
Green's function (4) at the breakup density pb = 0 . 6 ~ ~  (solid lines) and at a certain initial 
density p, = 3p, (dashed lines). The kaon branch w ~ ( k )  is labeled hy 1, whereas the A 
brauch wn(k )  is labeled by 2. The dotted liues depict the free kaous (U = J-) 
and the free h (W = - m ~ ) .  Kaon frequency and momentum are displayed in 
pionic units. 
Figure 2: Time evolution of the relative weiphts of the negatively strange paxticles CK = 
CK- = C ~ O ,  CA and CE for &'-(P), 11 and C, respectively, calculated with the in-medium 
h n  spectrum (solid lines) and the free kaon spectrum (dashed lines). Initial and final 
temperatures Cdensities) axe equal to T, = 133 MeV (P, = 3p,) and Tb = !Xi? MeV 
( p b  = 0.6~~) corresponding (in accordance withrefs. (13,lSI) ta the beamenergy .&~i71os = 2.1 
AGeV. 
Figure 3: The logarithm of the invariant differential Cross section wb% ["I of I(- 
~roduction as a function of the center-of-mass kinetic energy of kaons calculated via 
eq. (15) for 58Ni +"Ni collisions at Elab = 1.85 AGeV (curves 8 )  and for "Si + "Si 
(B) arid " N e  + "NaF (C) coi.iisions at EI,& = 2.1 AGeV. Dashed curves are calculated 
with the free kaon spectrum, whereas dash-dotted curves employ the kaon polarization 
operator of ref. [7], which includes only the s-wave KN interaction. Experimental data 
a e  from ref. [5] for Ni, 12, 31 for Si and [4] for Ne. 
Figure 4: The same as in Fig. 3, but for 28Si + 28Si collisions at collision energies Ei.6 = 
1.65 AGeV (curves A), 1.4 AGeV (B) and 1.16 AGeV (C). The experimental data ore 
from refs. [3, 41. 
Figure 5: The same as in Fig. 3, but for lS7.4u +lS7Au reactions at Ei,& = 1 AGeV (curves 
A) and at Erab = 0.3 AGeV (B). 
